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UDF6462: z = 1.5
Bournaud+15

Local galaxy: fgas~5-10% High-z galaxy: fgas~50%

Different Star Forming Galaxies at High-z

Review: Bournaud et al. (2016)

- clumpiness/irregularity is ubiquitous 
- clump masses/sizes 108-109 Msol  on  ~1 kpc 
- high SFR~10-100 Msol/yr 
- high σ ~20-100 km/s (ionized/molecular) 
- underling rotating disks 
- Observational resolution 1-2 kpc

- spirals 
- gmc masses/sizes 104-106 Msol  on  ~100 pc 
- low SFR~1 Msol/yr 
- low σ ~10 km/s (ISM) 
- underling rotating disks

Messier 74: z = 0



Cava  et al. 2018 

The “Cosmic Snake”

Strongly lensed galaxy
Mstar ~ 5 x 1010 Msol SFR~30 Msol/yr-> z~1-3

55 clumps

~30 pc resolution

~300 pc 28 clumps

Evidence For a Giant Clump Substructure

Clump masses 10^7 - 10^9 Msol strongly related to the magnification
Resolution: 30pc -  300pc



DYNAMO sub-sampleDYNAMO sub-sample
10 Local galaxies
Halpha (HST observations)

Mstar ~ 1-6 x 1010 Msol
SFR~10-30 Msol/yr
Correspond to z~1-2.5
~100 pc resolution

Massive star forming clumps
DHWHM~several 100 pc

Local - High-redshift clumpy disk analogues
(Extremely rare)

decreased sensitivity: 
- surface brightness dimming (1+z)4!
- AO sensitivity of Halpha

(Fisher et al. 2017)

Evidence For a Giant Clump Substructure

A few kpc sized clumps



Origin of The Observed Giant Clumps

- Well explained within the framework of gravitational disc instability:
QToomre < Qcrit  ->a range of perturbations can grow; but Toomre length the fastest 

- Observed galaxy conditions point to kpc-sized perturbations (Toomre length):
high gas densities and high random motions

Two possible scenarios for building sub-structure

Top-down Bottom-up

Direct formation 
typically found in 
cosmological 
simulations

Sub-fragmentation 
- Giant-Clump with 
dense substructure, 
gravitationally bound

- Allowed by 
higher-resolution

Many clumps  
Form on smaller scales 
~100 pc

“Sub-Structure” appears 
as giant object through glases 
of limited resolution etc. 

Not necessarily gravitationally 
bound groups

Merging and grouping

Behrendt et al. 2015, 2016Common hypothesis

destabilizing

stabilizing

G



Unstable Gas Disk - Resolution Study

Mdisc ~ 3 x 1010 Msol

Mdm ~ 1011 Msol (external potential)

Within radius of 16 kpc

Toomre unstable = Ring instability
-> several hundred pc to kpc
 scales perturbations aregrowingVrot ~190 km/s

Exponential disc

c

c



100 Myr

200 Myr

400 Myr

600 Myr

log10(SurfaceDensity) Msol/pc2

Direct formationSub-collapsMany Few
NJ=19 | 3 pc NJ=4 | 6 pc NJ=4 | 47 pc NJ=4 | 94 pc

Behrendt et al. 2018, to be submitted
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Behrendt et al. 2018, to be submitted

Shift in Clump Properties

- 50% of mass in high 
density clumpss

- Clumps surrounded by 30% 
more mass 
- initial clumps ~ 107 Msol
- Most mass in 108 Msol

mergers
- Low resolution clumps 

show di"erent/shifted 
properties (lower density, 
higher mass, larger scales)

RAMSES clump finder 
MS/SR: nH > 100 cm-3!

LR: nH > 10 cm-3

ULR: nH > 1 cm-3

Abundance Over Time

Compared to MS:
Clumps are not the same



Behrendt et al. 2018, to be submitted

Effect of The Artificial Pressure Floor
At maximum resolution: #xmin!
Jeans length resolved by several elements

Sound speed:

High resolution simulations  High resolution simulations  
- reach higher densities
- Structure can collapse to smaller Structure can collapse to smaller 

scales for fragmentation
Low resolution simulations  

- at lower densities already 
pressure floor acting

- Structure cannot really collapse 
to smaller scales

- Clumps are given by the APF 
Jeans Mass

E!ective resolution  
(LMin Jeans) represents
the minimum possible
structure; the
maximum resolution 
does not tell 
you everything.
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Clump Clusters

Behrendt et al. 2016
Spatial and kinematic properties match those of observations!



AA

Hierarchical Scales of Clump Clusters
Gaussian bluring

m
ass/size increase

Behrendt et al. 2018, to be submitted

~107 Msol ~ 120 pc

~109 Msol > 2 kpc

Full resolution
i = 60°



Hierarchical Scales of Clump Clusters

A: dense cluster - hierarchy on several scales
B: dense clusters - hierarchy on less scales
C: open clusters - hierarchy on several scales

SFR ~ 30 Msol/yr
tdepl ~ 750 Myr
fgas ~ 75 %

Mtot ~ 4x1010 Msol
SN feedback
50% Ekin
50% Etherm

Cooling delaySFG z~2 main sequence

Behrendt et al. 2018, PhD thesis

A A A A A

B B B B B

C C C C C

FWHM=500pc FWHM=1000pc FWHM=1500pc FWHM=2000pcEvolved disc

Gaussian bluring



Summary

- rich sub-structure of smaller clumps representing the giant clumps spatialy
and the kinematic properties of observations

Clump Clusters from bottom-up

- prediction for the next generation of large telescopes like the ELT: 
several scales of clusters depending on observational resolution.

Hierarchy of Clump Clusters

Caution with artificial pressure floor
- low resolution simulation might produce artificially given clumps

- high resolution simulations allow for further collapse of the initially 
growing perturbations on kpc scales which leads to a 
fragmentation on much smaller scales

More work has to be done by adding complexity to the system!
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Package Preview: Jupyter notebook
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